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Abstract. We discuss the possibilities and limitations of a scalable video codec based on
JPEG2000. We give a review of wavelet-based motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF)
and discuss how JPEG2000 components can be used for coding temporal subbands and mo-
tion data. At the example of a simple implementation that uses as many ingredients from
JPEG2000 as possible, we discuss some issues in coding transform coefficients resulting from
MCTF. We also discuss to what extent JPEG2000 can be used to encode motion vector data
in a lossless way. Finally, we present some compression results that can be achieved by putting
the simple ingredients together, and compare them to MPEG-2 and MC-ECBZ, a “proper”
wavelet-based scalable video codec.

1 Introduction

In recent years the consumer applications in the field of multimedia have become increasingly het-
erogeneous. A multitude of different end-clients exist, all with different capabilities in terms of
computing power and display capacities. Scalable video coding makes it possible to encode visual
content only once for use with a large range of different display devices with varying resolutions
and capabilities. The same bitstream can be used to serve home-cinema quality content in HDTV
resolution, full quality and full framerate or a mobile client with low computational power in QCIF
resolution, reduced quality and a fraction of the original framerate without the need for re-encoding.
Adaptation can also happen during transmission: A scalable bitstream can be adapted to fit het-
erogeneous conditions in different networks, satisfying the demands of an error-prone wireless net-
work, satellite-links with large round-trip times or high-fidelity fiber-optic wired networks with high
throughput.

Three common types of scalability are usually distinguished: resolution (or spatial) scalability,
quality (or SNR scalability) and temporal scalability. Figure 1 illustrates the types of scalability.
The overhead that is introduced by scalable coding should be as small as possible in comparison to
non-scalable coding at the highest of the embedded rates.

With the addition of the scalable extension to H.264/AVC, ITU-T and MPEG have responded
to the need for a standard in scalable coding (see, e.g., [1]). The scalable extension of H.264, H.264
AVC/SVC, is in many ways compatible to non-scalable H.264, and the introduced overhead is
relatively small (in some settings, the scalable variant outperforms non-scalable H.264, because
some methods have improved since H.264 was standardized).

In the call for proposals for this scalable extension, a major part of the submission were wavelet-
based. In the end the non-wavelet-based submission that was the closest to the non-scalable version
of H.264 won the race. This is a sensible move, as the method delivers scalability at low overhead
cost, while retaining a close resemblance to non-scalable H.264.
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Fig. 1. Three Types of Scalability

However, the wavelet-based approaches merit a second look even after SVC has become a stan-
dard. Wavelets inherently provide dyadic spatial scalability. Also for quality scalability wavelet-
based coding is very well suited, as can be seen in JPEG2000, the scalable standard for still-image
coding [2]. Finally, with motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) wavelet-based video codecs
support temporal scalability. The idea of motion-compensated temporal filtering actually stood at
the beginning of what is now H.264/AVC SVC. The authors of [3] point out that the powerful con-
cept of hierarchical B-pictures is equivalent to motion-compensated temporal filtering that leaves
out the update step.

In this paper we will investigate the potential of using the JPEG2000 coding engine for a scalable
video codec. Thereby we try to use as few additional techniques as possible. The rationale behind
this is to largely stay compatible with the JPEG2000 building blocks, which is a benefit when it
comes to hardware implementations for example. Note that the following is a study of feasibility that
does not aim to produce a competitive codec but rather aims at comparing some basic techniques.
[4] report results from a similar project, although their codec is far more progressed than the
concatenation of loosely connected experiments we report on in this paper. While we have only
looked at certain parts of the coding chain in detail and have left other parts, e.g. rate-distortion
optimization, at a rudimentary level, they have built an elaborate JPEG2000-based scalable video
codec that, in some settings, is competitive with H.264. However, our report may give a different
perspective on some topics, and, in the case of MV-coding, may even go a step further than the
codec presented by [4].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give an overview of MCTF wavelet-
based scalable video coding, in Section 3 we discuss the collection of techniques we investigated for
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temporal filtering, residual coding and motion vector coding. Results and a comparison to MPEG-2
and MC-EZBC are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes.

2 Wavelet-based Motion-compensated Temporal Filtering

Many contributions have been and are mad to the field of wavelet-based t+2D MCTF. Motion-
compensated embedded zeroblock coding [5] (MC-EZBC) performs MCTF first followed by EZBC
entropy coding. It allows for fractional pixel accuracy and overlapped block motion compensation.
A good overview of MC-EZBC (and MCTF in general) can be found in [6]. Ohm and coworkers,
whose early proposals form the basis of wavelet-based video codecs [7], have also made a number
of substantial contributions to the subject of wavelet-based scalable video coding, see for example
[8]. Another group of researchers focus on in-band MCTF, i.e. the 2D+t variant, see [9]. [10] is a
joint publication by members of these three groups that provides a good overview of 2D+t and
t+2D wavelet-based MCTF techniques. In [11], MC-EZBC is compared to 2D+t in-band MCTF
and another variant of t+2D spatial-domain MCTF.

In the area of wavelet-based scalable video coding related to JPEG2000 coding, apart from the
aforementioned proposal ([4]), there are also proposals from Taubman and coworkers: In [12], a
wavelet-based scalable video codec is proposed that uses many techniques of JPEG2000 coding.
Once finalized, JPEG2000 Part 10, [13], which deals with 3D data coding, although targeted at
volumetric data, could also present an interesting option for video coding.

In the following we briefly review the basic concepts of wavelet-based MCTF. For a detailed
account, refer to e.g. [10, 8, 6]. The idea of wavelet-based motion-compensated temporal filtering is
to remove redundancies between frames by performing a wavelet transform along the temporal axis.
Thereby the filtering is performed along previously determined motion trajectories in order to utilize
movement in the source video. Two major groups of approaches can be distinguished: 2D+t and
t+2D. 2D+t approaches start by doing a wavelet transform on the frames. The temporal filtering
follows. Some difficulties arise for these approaches with the motion estimation: because the spatial
filtering is done prior to the temporal filtering, motion compensation has to be performed in the
wavelet domain. t+2D approaches perform the temporal filtering first, and then do spatial filtering
on the resulting temporal subbands. Therefore t+2D approaches can do motion compensation in
the spatial domain. They can draw on the resources of available knowledge on motion compensation
in the spatial domain. In this paper we choose this t+2D approach for our investigation.

The basic operation is illustrated in Figure 2 for a temporal decomposition level of 3 with
the Haar filter. First motion compensation is performed on the 8 input frames in non-overlapping,
consecutive pairs (green arrows). Then, to obtain the first temporal decomposition level, the 8 input
frames are filtered along the motion trajectories with the Haar filter in pairs. As a result we get
4 temporal lowpass and 4 temporal highpass frames. Much like in the spatial wavelet transform
the 4 temporal lowpass frames are used for further decomposition. Note that motion compensation
is performed again for this temporal decomposition level. The MCTF process is repeated until we
have the single temporal subband of lowest resolution (LLL in our example). We will discuss the
properties of this subband further below.

Note that if a lifting implementation is used for temporal filtering, then the motion compensation
can easily be integrated into the lifting steps, as illustrated by Figure 3 for the Haar wavelet: the
input frames are taken in pairs (each of which consists of an even frame A and an odd frame B).
Each position in the highpass frame H is constructed by subtracting the corresponding, motion-
compensated position from frame B. The lowpass frame L is constructed by adding to the original
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Fig. 2. t+2D Scalable Video Coding (from [8])

position in B the motion-compensated position in frame B multiplied by 0.5, although this time
using the inverse motion-compensation. Thereby the transformation can be done in-place.

The temporal filtering results in 8 temporal subbands: one low-pass subband and seven subbands
containing higher frequencies. In the next step, spatial filtering, a 2D wavelet filter (e.g. CDF 9/7)
is applied to these 8 subbands.

After MCTF, usually quantization and entropy coding are performed (in our case, using the
JPEG2000 coding engine). Of course, the motion data that is created during MCTF has to be
encoded in the output bitstream as well. In our example, seven motion vector fields are needed.
With longer filters the amount of motion data will increase. Conceptually we have a motion vector
for each pixel, although often sets of motion vectors will be coded as blocks. Depending on the size
of the search range, the dynamic range of the coordinates of the motion vectors will vary. A larger
search range will result in larger, and often more inhomogeneous, motion vector fields with a larger
entropy. The trade-off between spending many bits on motion vector coding versus using these bits
for the coding of visual data is a point with a lot of potential for improvement. In any case, the
efficient coding of motion data is crucial, and we will discuss this point in Section 3.2.
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The subbands resulting from the MCTF can be seen as a 3-dimensional cube of wavelet co-
efficients. Depending on which portion of the cube is taken, different kinds of scalability can be
realized, as illustrated in Figure 4. For spatial scalability the data is cropped along the horizontal
and vertical axes. For temporal scalability, along the temporal axis. Quality scalability can be real-
ized by refinement coding of the wavelet coefficients. The portion of the cube taken in the example
of Figure 4, highlighted in green, corresponds to the data needed for CIF-resolution at 30 frames
per second.

3 JPEG2000-based SVC

In the following we discuss some issues of MCTF-based video coding based on JPEG2000. One
of the aims is to stay as close to JPEG2000 standard as possible. Therefore, we investigate the
feasibility of coding the wavelet coefficients and the motion vector data with JPEG2000. Figure
5 shows the block diagram of the coding pipeline. Motion Estimation is performed on the input
data. The resulting motion vector fields are used to perform motion-compensated temporal filtering
on the input data. Transform Coefficients and motion vector data are both coded using (parts of)
JPEG2000. The rate allocation uses this information to control tier-2 coding of JPEG2000. Finally,
a scalable bitstream is produced.
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The basis for our implementation was formed by version 4.1 of the JJ2000 reference implemen-
tation1.

3.1 Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering

Motion estimation is one of the modules that we only investigated peripherally. In our experi-
ments we use a conventional (non-overlapping) block matching algorithm that minimizes the mean
square error as distortion criteria. The estimation is done at full pixel accuracy. The parameters for
macroblock size and the size of the search window can be chosen.

For the compression of the temporal subbands, in addition to the lossy mode, we also added a
lossless mode, both of which we discuss in the following.

Lossy Mode For lossy compression we do motion-compensated temporal filtering using the Haar
wavelet. Let s be the lowpass signal, d be the highpass signal, and x be the input signal. The
lifting steps (without motion compensation) for the forward transform with the Haar wavelet can

1 http://jj2000.epfl.ch/
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Fig. 5. Overview of the Coding Pipeline

be written as follows [14]:

s
(0)
l = x2l (1)

d
(0)
l = x2l+1 (2)

dl = d
(0)
l − s

(0)
l (3)

sl = s
(0)
l +

1
2
dl (4)

and the inverse transform can be written as:

s
(0)
l = sl −

1
2
dl (5)

d
(0)
l = dl + s

(0)
l (6)

x2l+1 = d
(0)
l (7)

x2l = s
(0)
l . (8)

As described above, the input frames are processed in pairs. Let each pair consist of the even
frame A and the odd frame B. In our implementation, motion compensation is done from B to
A, i.e. for each macroblock in B, the best macroblock in A within the offset defined by the search
window size is determined by minimizing the MSE between all candidate blocks. The highpass
lifting steps computes the difference for each position in frame B with the motion-compensated
position in frame A. This difference is written to the position in frame B.

The lowpass lifting steps works from frame A to frame B. We could do a full motion estimation
from A to B again, and the transformation would still be reversible. The problem with this approach
is that it suffers from inferior energy compaction while at the same time having to transfer an extra
motion vector field. In order to have a reversible transform that also performs reasonable energy
compaction, we therefore need to reverse the motion vector field that was computed in the highpass
lifting step. Another advantage, except for the necessary property of energy compaction, is that we
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only need to transmit a single motion vector field, because with this information the decoder can
also do the inversion.

Some positions in B may be referred to by more than one position in A (multiply connected)
and other positions in B may not to referenced at all (unconnected). These two special cases have
to be considered in the lowpass lifting step. There are different propositions how to deal with these
cases; we follow the proposition by [10]: For unconnected positions, the value of A is used as the
output of the lowpass lifting step. For multiple connection, any of the positions in B that refer to
the position in A may be used in the lowpass lifting step. In our implementation we use the first (a
more sophisticated implementation could use the shortest motion vector). The lowpass lifting step
subtracts half the value of the position at B from the position at A.

After temporal transformation, the temporal transform coefficients are encoded with JPEG2000
using the CDF9/7 filter. For a competitive codec, at this point, proper rate-distortion optimization
is crucial. An interesting option would be to use the R-D optimization of JPEG2000 for codeblocks
on the 3D cube of wavelet coefficients of each group of pictures. As our focus is not on rate-distortion
optimization, we only use a very crude rate allocation to the temporal frames: we assign two different
rates for the coding of the coefficient data, one (usually higher) rate for the approximation subband
and one (lower) rate for the detail subbands. The trade-off between motion data and coefficient
data is not considered at all. With this crude rate allocation, however, we get a rough control over
the size of the final bitstream, which allows us to compare the compression performance of different
configurations. For a sophisticated approach to rate distortion optimization, see [4].

Lossless Mode The lossless mode was added mainly for verification purposes. For the lossless
mode we use an integer variant of the Haar filter for temporal filtering. Let s be the lowpass signal,
d be the highpass signal, and x be the input signal. The lifting steps for this filter can be written
as follows. The forward transform is changed to

s
(0)
l = x2l (9)

d
(0)
l = x2l+1 (10)

dl = d
(0)
l − s

(0)
l (11)

sl = s
(0)
l (12)

and the inverse transform is changed to

s
(0)
l = sl (13)

d
(0)
l = dl + s

(0)
l (14)

x2l+1 = d
(0)
l (15)

x2l = s
(0)
l . (16)

As the update step only consists of retaining the image value of the left frame, after the transfor-
mation, in the lowpass temporal subband we have the first (leftmost) frame of the group of pictures.
The other frames contain the residuals. The temporal subbands are spatially filtered using the 5/3
lossless integer filter of JPEG2000. Together with spatially predictive MQ motion vector coding
using Exponential Golomb Codes, as described below, lossless compression is achieved.
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3.2 Motion Vector coding

Apart from the transform coefficients, motion data is the second set of data that has to be encoded.
In order to stay as close to JPEG2000 as possible we chose as an initial approach to code the motion
vector fields with JEPG2000 in lossless mode.

This idea was first suggested by [15]. In [16], the performance of coding motion data with
JPEG2000 with different configurations is evaluated. In [15], the authors split each motion vector
field into its horizontal and vertical components. Large motion vector images are constructed for
all horizontal and all vertical components, respectively. These are then encoded with JPEG2000
without wavelet decomposition. The authors tested spatial and temporal prediction schemes to
improve performance but conclude that the configuration without prediction “proved to be the
most robust while being the simplest” [15]. The same approach is also used in [17]. Presumably, [4]
uses this approach as well, but the authors remain a little vague here and only mention that “[t]he
motion information is encoded losslessly using EBCOT”.

For our approach, we also experimented with different encoding strategy that use more or fewer
components of JPEG2000. At first we tried the most straightforward approach: each motion vector
field is split into its horizontal and vertical components (like in the approach proposed by [15]),
each of which is coded as a separate grayscale image. The full JPEG2000 header information is
written for each motion vector image. The coding performance of this approach turned out not to
be competitive. This is illustrated by Figure 6: The number of bytes are shown that are spent for
coding the motion vector data of the first group of pictures (temporal depth 3, i.e. 8 frames) of the
Foreman sequence in QCIF resolution. Motion estimation was performed using full pixel accuracy,
8 × 8 macroblocks and a searchwindows size of 16 × 16. The leftmost box shows the number of
bytes needed if the 7 motion vector fields are coded as JPEG2000 images in the described manner.
It can be seen that the compression performance is weak by comparing the number of bytes to the
rightmost box. The rightmost box in Figure 6 shows the number of bytes needed by the context-
adaptive binary arithmetic coder (CABAC) of H.264, as described in [18]. This coder needs less
than half of the bytes that the JPEG2000 image approach needs.

We tried to improve performance of the simple approach by employing the spatial prediction
scheme used by H.264. The result is shown in Figure 6 as the second box from the left. As can be
seen, coding performance deteriorates with spatial prediction. JPEG2000 is not well suited to code
the resulting residual data.

As the full JPEG2000 header was coded for each of the images, we tried to increase coding
performance by reusing JPEG2000 header data: the JPEG2000 main and tile headers were coded
only for the first motion vector image. For the other motion vector images, we only code partial
headers. This is similar to a multi-component approach. The resulting bytes needed can be seen in
the third box in Figure 6 and while some savings were possible by decreasing the amount of header
data, the performance of the motion vector image approach remains poor. The conclusion can only
be that using the whole JPEG2000 coding pipeline (including a non-zero wavelet decomposition
depth), which is tailored for good performance on visual data, to encode motion data, i.e. non-visual
data, produces sub-optimal results.

A better strategy than to use the full JPEG2000 coding pipeline is to only use the parts that
are suitable for coding motion data. Such an approach would produce better results while still
remaining as close to JPEG2000 as possible. We use the JPEG2000 MQ Coder to code the motion
data. Essentially this is the same as done by [15], who use JPEG2000 with no wavelet transform to
encode motion vector data.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of bytes spent by different coding schemes for motion data (at the example of the
first 8 frames of the Foreman sequence, QCIF, temporal decomposition level 3, full pixel accuracy, 8 × 8
macroblocks)

However, as H.264 performs very well at compressing motion data, we added some of the com-
ponents from H.264 as described by [18]. One of these components is to use Exponential Golomb
codes (EGC) to represent the motion vector data. We then encode these representations using the
MQ Coder. The result is shown as the third box from the right in Figure 6. Although the coding
performance is better than any of the JPEG2000 motion image approaches, it is still not convincing.
Therefore as a final ingredient we add the spatial prediction used in H.264. The result is shown in
the second box from the right, and it can be seen that with this setup the coding performance is
comparable to H.264 motion data coding. The downside of using H.264 components is of course
a deviation from the goal of staying as close to JPEG2000 as possible. In terms of compliance to
JPEG2000 the approach proposed by [15] is preferable.

The conclusion for motion vector data is that the MQ Coder can be used to obtain good
compression performance. Thereby the choice of representation is vital. In our initial experiments we
obtained good results with spatially predictive coding combined with Exponential Golomb Codes.
Temporal prediction offers another possibility that could be investigated. Note, however, that each
form of prediction potentially diminishes the extent of scalability in the final bitstream. For full
scalability, a truly scalable format for motion vectors should be chosen. For more information on
scalable motion vector coding, see [12, 19–21].
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4 Results

Our implementation is aimed at punctual experiments, like motion vector coding. Other parts of a
(proper) video codec were not given much attention, such as motion estimation or rate-distortion
optimization. Therefore it comes at no surprise that the concatenation of our experiments, which
we will refer to as JJ-SVC, does not produce a coding pipeline that yields competitive compression
results. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, in this section, we present some results and
compare them to MC-ECBZ and MPEG-2.

As has been detailed before, rate-distortion optimization is one of the main modules miss-
ing in JJ-SVC. In order to still give some compression results here we compressed test sequences
with different settings for temporal decomposition depth, macroblock size and search window size.
Furthermore we vary the rate for the temporal approximation subband and the temporal detail
subbands. Some of these settings produce much better results than others at the same bitrate. We
also add the results for JJ-SVC when no motion compensation is applied in the temporal filtering
(this saves computational demands, but lowers compression performance).

We compare the results of JJ-SVC with MPEG-2 and MC-ECBZ. MPEG-2 coding is per-
formed by mencoder v.2:1.0 rc12 with the following options: -of mpeg -ovc lavc -lavcopts
vcodec=mpeg2video -ofps 30. For MC-ECBZ we used full pixel accuracy only and no optimiza-
tion. With optimization and fractional pixel accuracy the compression performance of MC-ECBZ
is of course significantly higher than with these settings.

Figures 7 to 11 show the compression performance of the four coders for five different test
sequences. A frame rate of 30 frames per second was used, the sequences are 8bpp grayscale and
have CIF resolution. In the case of MC-ECBZ and MPEG-2 the bitrates were chosen from 200
to 2000 kbps. In the case of JJ-SVC the bitrate was chosen as whatever the specified parameters
produced. We used all possible combinations for JJ-SVC for the following settings of the individual
parameters:

– temporal decomposition depths: 3, 4,
– macroblock size: 16× 16, 32× 32, 64× 64,
– searchwindow size: 16× 16, 32× 32, 64× 64,
– approximation subband rate: 0.5, 1, 5 bpp, and
– detail subband rate: 0.05, 0.25 bpp.

It can be seen that the performance of JJ-SVC is not a complete disaster, which is encouraging
considering that very simple motion estimation is done and practically no R-D optimization is
performed. There are actually a number of settings for which the coder produces acceptable results.
Generally, these results are of course still not competitive. Only for the Highway test sequence some
settings achieve a compression performance that is competitive with MPEG-2.

Figures 12 to 16 show results for JJ-SVC per frame. The frames are plotted on the abscissa. For
each frame three values are plotted: the number of bytes spent for video data (red), the number of
bytes spent for motion data (green) and the achieved quality for each frame (blue). The range for
the former two can be seen on the left-hand y-axes as the number bytes. The range of the latter
can be seen on the right-hand y-axes as the PSNR in dB.

Figure 12 shows the Foreman sequence with a temporal decomposition depth (TD) of 3. The
bitrate for each temporal approximation subband is 0.5 bpp (LR) and for the each temporal detail
subband the rate is 0.05 (HR). For the motion estimation a macroblock size of 8× 8 pixels with a
2 http://www.mplayerhq.hu
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search window of 16× 16 pixels. The overall bitrate (OBR) achieved with this configuration is 528
kbps, the average PSNR (APSNR) is 30 dB.

It can be seen that the first frame of each group of pictures has a higher visual quality than
the other frames. This may seem surprising, as the temporal approximation subband represents the
average of all frames in the group of pictures. However, as motion compensation is always performed
targeted towards the left, the temporal approximation subband resembles the leftmost frame most
and the rightmost frame least. Therefore, the lower frame rate for the temporal detail subbands,
which can be seen as the residuals of the average approximation subbands to the respective frames,
affects the frames on the left side more than the frames on the right side of the group of pictures.
Note that this phenomenon can also be observed for MC-EZBC.

It can also be seen that the camera panning motion that occurs in the last third of the Foreman
sequence leads to a deterioration in visual quality as well as to an increase in the number of bytes
spent on motion vector data.

In Figure 13 we increase HR (the rate for the temporal detail subbands) from 0.05 to 0.25.
The resulting increase in the overall bitrate is of course substantial: the overall bitrate achieved for
this configuration is 1055 kbps. It can be seen in the plot that increasing the rate for the detail
subbands flattens the decrease in visual quality for the frames on the right-hand side of each group
of pictures. However, overall gain in PSNR is very low, considering that the bitrate is doubled: the
average PSNR is 32.2 dB.

In Figure 14 we show that the bitrate can be spent more intelligently, if the other parameters
are tuned. With 1053 kbps the overall bitrate for this example is nearly the same like the last. We
increase the macroblock size to 32 and the search window size to 64 × 64. LR is set to 1 and HR
is set to 0.25. It can be seen that by decreasing the granularity of the motion vectors, the number
of bytes spent on motion data also decreases significantly. These bytes can be spent on the visual
part of the data. As can be seen the PSNR is generally higher, and the average PSNR is 35 dB. It
can also be seen that the larger search window size reflects the panning camera motion in the last
third of the sequence a little bit better than the short motion vectors of the previous examples.

Figures 15 and 16 show some results for the Highway sequence. For both results a temporal
decomposition depth of 4, i.e. a group of picture size of 16 frames, is used with a macroblock size of
32× 32 and a searchwindow size of 64× 64. The overall bitrate for Figure 15 is 251 kbps. It can be
seen that even though the rate for the temporal detail subbands is quite low, the decrease in visual
quality in each group of pictures from left to right is fairly limited. Giving a higher bitrate to both,
temporal approximation and detail subbands leads to constant quality for Highway, as can be seen
in Figure 16. The good performance is of course due to the uniform motion observed in Highway.

Of course, many settings for JJ-SVC resulted in poor overall compression performance. Some
used far too much data on the motion vectors, others spent all their bitbudget on the temporal
detail frames and let the vital approximation subbands starve, leading to low overall PSNR.

5 Conclusion

We have reported on a series of experiments on different parts of JPEG2000-based MCTF video
coding, mainly using very simple ingredients, as close to JPEG2000 as possible. We have shown
for motion vector coding the MQ coder can achieve good results if the motion vector data is
preprocessed with a simple spatial median predictor and represented with Exponential Golomb
codes. We have discussed compression results for five different sequences, and have shown that in
its present state the concatenation of these parts does not yield competitive compression results.
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Concludingly, we can state that with the correct settings, compression results that are not all
that far below MPEG-2 can be achieved. Of course, compared to recent compression standards like
H.264 the compression performance is not competitive at all. But remember that some vital parts
of the coding pipeline are missing. If these are fleshed out, like it is done in the codec by [4] there
is a lot of potential for a JPEG2000-based scalable video codec: they report that their codec is
competitive with H.264.
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